Keep your users on your site
longer with Peerbelt
Peerbelt learns exactly what visitors like most
on your site and gets them to that content.

Peerbelt combines Natural
Language Processing techniques
with behavioral curation to keep the
best stories at your users’ fingertips.

{

The software learns from online behavior and grows smarter,
helping to create a more productive and satisfying web experience.

}

Peerbelt helps companies
keep their readers on site and
in mobile apps, longer, using
behavioral content
prioritization,
recommendation, and search.
By following readers’ lead,
Peerbelt recognizes and
promotes, in real time, the
most interesting content your
web site has to offer the
public.

Content
curation
dilemmas
It is overwhelming guessing what bits
will drive attention. With internet
readers’ decreasing attention spans
and increasing competition between
publishers, deciding what content to
promote, as well as when and where to
promote it, is crucial for running a
successful website, media, mobile app
distribution channel.
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Successful marketing and search engine optimization
bringing readers on site is one part of the success story.
Retaining random visitors, even better, converting
random visitors into loyal audience, thus giving the
marketing expenses far longer mileage, is the other,
frequently overlooked part.
User experience and visitor inflow equal, the successful
site would have clearly identified and showcased the
gems owned.

Discovering
the human aspect
At Peerbelt, we understand there is a more Human way
of prioritizing information: one that aligns with the readers’
preferences, knowledge and the individual’s ability to
recognize instinctively what matters.
We devised an entirely new way of estimating content usefulness:

Rank based on collective,
implicit user behavior
that replaces the old timeline media model.

Passive activities: clicking, typing, scrolling, reading, persistence,
social-contributions, waiting, etc. reveal what is engaging and wanted.
We then turn these wants into automatically carried on-site actions
that satisfy readers’ demand in real time. Every distribution channel,
like site, mobile app, social media, contribute to promoting and
circulating the most engaging and sticky content as long as relevant.

Collective behavioral
human curation
We call it
“prioritization based on
collective behavioral human curation,”
but to your visitors it will appear as if your web site
is offering them the exact, ideal content they want,
when they want it.

Results
Reducing the bounce rate by

10-15%
increases the total reader’s time
on-site up to 3x. You get better
chances at further pursuing readers

Knowing what readers want, further translates into
actionable items, delivering the next great title, hit
store item, timeless video.

into taking the important related
actions for your site business.

Media or app owner?
See what you get with Peerbelt
With Peerbelt the site and media group gets:

+ unattended, real-time content prioritization
+ best articles circulating above fold
+ onsite search that works

all these, via a dead simple

+ editors free to write stories, not prioritize them

JS and REST integration

+ freshness by breaking “rich-becomes-richer”
+ deep insights on what readers implicitly like

Unique patented
technology
Peerbelt’s content prioritization is backed

Special considerations allow Peerbelt’s

by two patent grants in US and is patent

ranking to break free from the

pending in Europe. The intellectual property

rich-becomes-richer trap seen in most content

covers translating user activities into a rank

prioritization systems. We do recognize

for a particular visit. We then extend the

the importance of early adopters, for instance.

patented visit ranking system to allow for

The focus on the long tail of early adopters

collaborative, across the entire population

in our ranking system allows the new title

of readers, rank tied to a title.

to easily gain popularity and become well
positioned, replacing old, not so fresh content.

Integration made
dead simple
To the Peerbelt’s technology user things look dead
simple. The integration is done via adding a simple
JavaScript on the pages that deserve prioritization:
<script src=“//…/connect.js?app=< your app id here>”></script>
The script then takes care of “crawling” the page for
text and begins collecting a behavioral data stream.
Our backend takes the stream, ranks the visit, adjusts
the title collaborative rank and makes the results available
via a secure REST HTTPS endpoint. We are also adding
no-backend integration option.

Features
in the making
Bigger clients get
most of our service
by an optional, simple
CMS integration.

Custom content
categorization, context
expansion, support for
one-page Web apps,
support for iOS hybrid
WebKit and iOS native
apps is also available,
in many instances via
simple directives and
API calls.

Mild content personalization
has been requested and is in
the works. Modern, entity
based (via BasisTech /
OntoText collaboration),
with behavioral touch
personalization is well
positioned between quality
of recommendations
and filtering bubble
avoidance.

An application
configuration panel
allows for easy,
unattended by
Peerbelt application
behavior, domain
coverage changes.

While things look simple on the client, Peerbelt’s
backend is more complicated, highly scalable, capable
of handling millions of requests and based on modern
technologies like Cassandra and ElasticSearch.

Workflow, modules overview and interactions

Company
Krassimir (Founder) is a serial entrepreneur. He founded the ecommerce site
ShoeStorefront, has worked at Credit Suisse, designed highly available Instant
Messaging server, developed CCD camera object tracking for Dept of Defense, deduced
new non-linear time series forecasting algorithm that skips previously thought needed
phase space reconstruction. Krassimir is a PhD candidate in Physics, and winner of a
bronze medal at the XXII International Physics Olympiad.

Emo (Partner) as an entrepreneur, shareholder and Head of Engineering ran a
Bulgarian R&D centre that has grown from 5 to 55 devs in less than two years. He
delivered business critical solutions to big brands, such as The Times, The Sun & The
Daily for News Corp, Telegraph and ITV. His last company into 3M GBP business. Open
minded to what's upcoming, strictly boring in following standards, best practices and
established procedures.

